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present Eughli Jail does the southern, of the old Portu-
guese settlement.
The old Augustinian Church and its Convent lies in
between the road and the river with Bandel Creek on its
northern side. We enter by a gate on the river-side. A
stone in the archway bears the date 1599—the date of
present building. The Prior was permitted to return and
rebuild the Church, but, in 1540, it made way for the
foundation of the original Church which was destroyed in
1632* Ther Church itself is dedicated to Nossa Senhora
de Kozario, and forms the western side (thus lying between
North and South with the high altar in the North) of the
Convent. It was erected in 1661, as a tablet records,
by G<Jmes de^Soto. Another inscription runs:
^	Este Altar
Bo Convento d' Ugolyn
He
Privilegiado ao Saiado
Pello Sumo Pontifice
Benedicto XII
AuDode MDCCXXVI.
This tablet is of importance in view of a remark of
Stewart in his History of Bengal, where it is stated ' cas a
circumstance worthy of remark, that the name of Hughli
is never mentioned in Faria de Souza's History of the
Portuguese, although he acknowledges that they lost a
large town in Bengal in the year 1633, which he calls
GoUn. " It seems obvious to identify the Ugolyn of the
tablet with the Golin of Faria.
Ascending to the tower we see in a niche the statue of the
Madonna and the Holy Child. The ecclesiastical Cicerone,
who has probably attached himself to our party, will
narrate to us how on one occasion this celebrated image
bowed its head, and how the elephant who had been order-
ed to tread under foot the priests who had been placed
on the ground to be crushed to death between crimi-
nals, used a miraculous discrimination in favour
of the holy missionaries. A tablet above the statue
records the rebuilding of the tower after the earth-
quake of June 12, 1897: beneath is the votive offering
of a model of a full-rigged ship* In the compound below

